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1/3 PLANNING outcomes

70
TOTAL HOURS SPENT PLANNING 

AND RUNNING EVENT

 

17.5
AVERAGE HOURS PER CAPITA 

SPENT ON EVENT

 

4
SEC MEMBERS STAFFED ON EVENT,

EXCLUDING SFE FRESHMEN

 

3/3 operational outcomes

6
COMPANIES SENT

REPRESENTATIVES TO ATTEND

 

9
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES

PRESENT DURING EVENT

 

85
SANDWICHES PROVIDED TO

ATTENDEES AND REPRESENTATIVES

 

2/3 FINANCIAL outcomes

$858
TOTAL SPENT ON EVENT

 

$17.51
DOLLARS SPENT PER ATTENDEE

 

25.3%
OF BUDGET SPENT ON SHIRTS

 

KEY FINDINGS
Ratings, oUTCOMES, & IMPROVEMENTS

first meeting between directors and ecac occurred in December

ecac administration was difficult to work and plan with

invitations to companies were sent out unreasonably late

there was an issue with students taking food and leaving and with portion control

no attendees used the icebreaker games provided and felt their interactions with the reps was awkward

attendees wished the company tables had labels

this event is one of the most expensive events that sec puts on

only 3.7% was spent on publicity, whereas the shirts were expensive and provide questionable added value



1/3 Marketing outcomes

538
PEOPLE REACHED THROUGH

FACEBOOK EVENT PAGE

 

32
NON-SEC PEOPLE REACHED

THROUGH PUBLICITY

 

9.11%
PUBLICIY

CONVERSION

 

2/3 event impact

49
TOTAL 

ATTENDEES

 

14.6%
ATTENDEES WHO WERE GRADUATE

STUDENTS

 

41.7%
ATTENDEES WHO WERE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

 

KEY FINDINGS
Ratings, oUTCOMES, & IMPROVEMENTS

publicity members created 10 drafts of the facebook cover photo but "did not have enough time" to expand

to other social media sites

publicity began very late due to the invitations to the companies being sent out late

fewer people heard about corporate luncheon from a friend relative to other sec events

most students were there to prepare for expo itself, rather than network with specific companies

event reached less than 20% of previous attendees of corporate chili cook-off

Corporate luncheon lacks the unique draw that corporate chili cook-off offered

9/20
overall rating
based on poor planning and publicity, and

a questionable impact when compared to

the previous corporate chili cook-off



SUGGESTED TARGETS

02
increase number of companies

attending to 8

having more companies will increase the draw

and the benefit to students attending.

01
gain ecac approval at least 2

weeks prior to spring expo

invitations

this will allow sfe to email companies earlier

than they did this year, hopefully leading to

more companies attending next year.

04
advertise during at least 5

meetings

having a speaker circuit in org meetings, fig

meetings, and classes will increase the variety

of students reached.

03
Have posters in at least 3

buildings

having a poster only in the eerc limits the reach

of publicity, especially since this event was held

in the mechanical engineering building.

06
have at least 100 attendees

this event's scope needs to be returned to the

previous corporate chili cook-off's scope in

terms of number of students attending.

05
decrease cost to $10 per attendee

this event should better match other sec events,

either by increasing the number of attendees or

decreasing the costs spent.


